Specific instructions can be found on pages 8-9 of the AIP Style Manual, REF QC 5.45 A45 1990. The list for standard journal abbreviations begins on page 46 of the same manual.

**How to list authors** - first initial. middle initial. and last name,

One author:

Two authors:

Three or four authors:

Five or more authors (et al. optional)

**Journals** Volume should be either **bold** or underlined but not both.

Author, standard abbreviation for journal title, **volume**, pages and (date).


**Books** Name of book can either be underlined or italicized but not both.

Author or authors, **title** edition if not 1st, (publisher, city, date) and pages being used if not referring to the whole book.


**Proceedings**

Author, in title, location of conference, date of conference, editor (publisher, city, date) pages.


**Web Resources:**

Author(s) or Organization. Date of publication or last revision. Title of article. Web page title if different from the first field. `<URL, in angle brackets>`. Access date.
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